My own living and working through normative family transitions of parent care (as both a professional gerontologist and an intergenerational family member) facilitated five important kinds of growth: (a) providing parent care with optimal integrity; (b) understanding, elaborating, and teaching life-cycle theory with increasing depth; (c) using this theory to enrich practice approaches to long-term care; (d) identifying valuable new research directions; and (e) creating a multidimensional professional life that furthers theoretical development and identifies practice principles that promote individual, familial, and societal experiences of a "good old age." This reflective essay addresses these different kinds of growth, as they emerged from and contribute to the ever-developing gerontological domains of theory and practice.
We have all been aging since the moment we were born. But many of us begin to think of ourselves as aging, rather than as simply "living" or "maturing," only when personal losses (actual and imminent) and demands begin to require long-term adaptational changes rather than just situational coping. We suddenly realize that life will not "bounce back to being normal" but that we now "must create a new normal." These realizations typically coincide with having passed the turning point, identified by Neugarten (1973) in the mid-1960s, from viewing life in terms of years already lived to viewing it in terms of time left to live. For me, that turning point came into view when I became involved in my parents' decision to move from their suburban Philadelphia home of 50 years, into a Continuous Care Retirement Community (CCRC) I'll call Leawold. I realized I had passed it when, 4 years after their move, my father quite unexpectedly died. I felt that I had shifted my focus from becoming to being, from preparing for the future, to using what I have to make the best of what may happen.
My intentional thinking about aging began during a gapyear after 3 years of graduate school. I was working as a musician with a school-based, intergenerational arts program. By the end of the year, my focus had shifted from how the program's "Grandpersons" were benefitting the children to what the Grandpersons, themselves, were experiencing, as they taught elementary school children traditional crafts and fine arts. During that year I began reading about social time and family stages, and about the validity of considering elders in terms of their own experience, along with research questions posed by young and middle-aged professionals. Most important, I began to see how gerontologists and life-cycle scholars could conceptualize old age as a period of growth and development, along with inevitable decline. Since then I have studied and promoted strengths in elders, increasingly convinced that an enormous, still-untapped human treasure trove lies within the very elders publicly discussed around the cost of the services they need.
At the time of my parents' move, I had begun to study elders who were using a wide array of senior health-and home-care services. When, by my mid-50s, I found myself involved in long-distance caring for my mother in a nursing home with Alzheimer's disease, I realized that I could not fall back, experientially, on earlier-life experiences of personal childrearing (my husband and I do not have children) or at-home caring for an elder with a terminal condition (my parents had not provided this). My parent caring drew on two specific domains of gerontology-life-cycle theory and long-term care.
Theory: From Womb to Tomb
Popularized by early life-span theorist Bernice Neugarten, the life-span approach has assumed that human development is a lifelong phenomenon, departing from earlier notions of development ending with the "maturity" of adulthood. Heckhausen (2005) described the approach's current key principles as including (a) development as a lifelong interface of gains and losses; (b) plasticity, in terms of potentials and limits; (c) interindividual differences in developmental change; (d) integration of personal (nature) and environmental (nurture) influences; and (e) individual agency as a developmental influence. This last principle has given rise to various models, emphasizing specific motivational factors as primary catalysts. Currently dominant models include (but are not limited to) (a) selection, optimization, and compensation (Baltes & Baltes, 1990) , motivated by a need for self-optimization; (b) life-span theory of control (Heckhausen, Wrosch, & Schulz, 2010) , motivated by a need for primary control; and (c) socioemotional selectivity (Carstensen, 2006) , motivated by a need for wellbeing, tempered by perceived time available.
Drawing on Erikson's life-cycle theory, as fully developed by the end of his life and then further, by subsequent scholars, I use the term "life-cycle theory" throughout this essay, to refer to the overall domain of scholarship that explores development as continuing "from womb to tomb." Erikson's theory (Kivnick & Wells, 2014) rests on three principles (Dynamic Balance of Opposites; Vital Involvement; Life in Time) that effectively (a) integrate personal with environmental influences on development; (b) conceptualize these domains as reciprocally influential (through vital involvement [VI]); (c) consider development as influenced by biological, psychological, and social processes; (d) recognize the importance of balancing opposites rather than pitting them against one another; (e) replace notions of "best" or "healthiest" outcomes with those of balance and situational appropriateness; (f) use stages as general indicators of chronological time, rather than as rigid signposts or determinants; and (g) conceptualize a set of thematic processes as enduring throughout the entire span of life. This theory's origins in the area of psychotherapy lend it straightforward applicability to gerontological practice focused on treating disorders and problems, while also promoting strengths and contributions, in individuals, groups, populations, and institutions.
Long-term Care
Today's nursing homes evolved as a hybrid of poorhouses and hospitals, with improvement efforts directed primarily at cleanliness and clinical care. In the late 20th century, concerns among consumers, policy makers, and providers regarding nursing-home cost and quality gave rise to "culture change." Described by its founders, the Pioneer Network, culture change has represented a shift from viewing nursing homes primarily as health care facilities, to understanding them as person-centered homes offering long-term care services (Koren, 2010) . This shift has also been described as refocusing their efforts from providing clinical care for health conditions to promoting overall resident quality of life and well-being (Housen et al., 2009) . In contrast to rigid institutions managed largely to provide cost-effective care services within governmental regulations, culture-change nursing homes strive to provide care that is "person centered." That is, daily practices are based on principles such as (a) putting the person before the task; (b) knowing each person and how they can make a difference; (c) relationships as the fundamental building block of practice and more (Pioneer Network, 2015) .
This movement and its terminology have achieved widespread acceptance among providers, consumer advocates, researchers, and regulators , despite still-inconclusive evaluation findings (Shier, Khodyakov, Cohen, Zimmerman, & Saliba, 2014) .
In the account that follows, I shall identify elements of my personal caregiving experience that derive from (and shed potential light on) one or both of these two scholarly domains.
My Parent Caring
When my parents first moved into their comfortable independent-living apartment at Leawold, my husband Gary and I (Minnesota based) settled into a routine of several visits East per year, supplemented by at least weekly phone calls between me and each of my parents. As it became clear that my mother was deteriorating while my father thrived, and that he was more frustrated than nurturing at having to provide appropriate care, Gary and I planned our visits with them around outings to the kinds of museum, theater, and music events they had always loved. We arranged for Gary and my father to enjoy the events as usual, and for me to support my mother's pace while trying to understand what her capacities, disabilities, and wishes really wereapart from her demonstrable anxieties at living with daily impatience and uncertainty in a marriage whose rudder she had always held fast. We also arranged for a companion, Kitty (a young woman my parents knew and liked from her work with one of their neighbors), to spend one day a week with my mother, to relieve strain on my father. But one night, a few weeks after one of our visits, my father dropped dead.
In the space of 24-hr, Mom experienced three life-changing transitions: (a) she was unable to awaken her husband of 60+ years, no matter how loudly she shouted; (b) she was taken from their apartment-where she was surrounded by the furnishings of the home she had lived in for 50 years; and (c) she became Resident #2 in a shared room in Leawold's nursing-home wing, where the room's longtime Resident #1 persisted in regarding the whole room as her own.
When I arrived at Leawold, Mom seemed to be more nearly in shock than in dementia-and her neurologist still maintained that she did not have dementia. She was less energetic than I remembered, and less talkative-but I knew that my memories aggregated 50+ years of relationship, and I couldn't construct a clear vision of her recent self. I desperately wanted her not to have dementia. Trying hard to focus on her familiar strengths, I could not avoid registering that when Mom dressed for my father's funeral, she deliberately chose to wear the thimble and pocket watch she had saved from her own parents, and she reflected to me about her parents rather than her husband.
Before that exchange, I had engaged in parent care in terms of what I now describe as providing "familial loving care"-which is quite separate from providing necessary daily service. I had begun to do research on caregiving and residential care facilities; I'd been critical of practices related to both. Now, I felt both far more terrified than I thought a woman in her 50s should be in my circumstances, and wary of the power of the Leawold administration. At the same time, I kept finding myself to be far more knowledgeable about some crucial domains of gerontology than were the Leawold authorities. Collaboration was required, as indicated by VI, discussed above.
My two brothers and I stayed in my parents' apartment for a week, while the staff decided Mom's future. Independent living with private services. Assisted living. Nursing home. We gathered information from them about Mom's options, their criteria, and our responsibilities. We watched her for signs that her increasingly apparent confusion was more a reaction to undeniable personal trauma than an expression of dementia. I carefully documented the indications that she retained capacities for assisted independence. She chose unremarkable food and ate with appropriate decorum when we took her to the coffee shop or out to a restaurant. She sounded nearly normal when she spoke with long-time friends and relatives on the telephone. Her eye was as meticulously accurate as ever when predicting how a particular garment on a hanger would fit me. She performed so well in water exercise classes that the instructor promised me that wherever health care staff decided to place Mom, she, the activities instructor, would come get her for regular classes. Staff ultimately insisted that Mom needed to remain in the nursing home. I soon agreed that they weren't wrong.
My parents had planned well, financially, for their old age. In addition to Social Security and Medicare, they carried supplemental health insurance, received reliable returns on financial investments, and each had a well-funded pension. We all anticipated that they would not require financial assistance from their children; at that point, Mom's needs for best-practice care did not compete with our personal financial situations. Dad had, some years before, assigned medical power of attorney to my California brother. My New York brother agreed to handle our parents' ongoing legal and financial matters-including administrative interactions with the nursing home staff. I assumed responsibility for care-related contact with the nursing home, and I became both sounding board and instrumental backup for the mammoth ongoing tasks my New York brother had undertaken. We persuaded Leawold to allow us to hold onto my parents' apartment for an extra month, giving staff time to evaluate her adjustment in the nursing home, and giving us time to think more clearly about how to handle her treasures with integrity. I knew that Mom identified with the elaborate needlepoints she had created, the art prints she had bought while taking a 2-year, postretirement, art course at the Barnes Institute, and the lovely keepsakes she and Dad had acquired together through travels, friendships, and hobbies. These objects were part of her sense of self, and she needed to be able to rely on them for the rest of her life.
I returned east when Leawold called me to say that a private room had opened up for Mom. It was now clear that, for good or bad, she was in skilled nursing care for the duration. How could we provide her with personal carewith care that was truly person centered-in a facility that made no pretense of being in the vanguard of nursing-home culture change? In that pre-smart-phone era, my brother and I sketched out the arrangement of family photos that we'd all moved from the family home to my parents' bedroom in their Leawold apartment, so we could reconstruct it in her new room. We moved as many of her things as we could fit into this tiny new room. I noticed that care staff and housekeeping staff, both, expressed interest in the objects we were putting in Mom's corners, and hanging on her walls. The family rogues' gallery, in particular, proved to be magnetic. Staff frequently stopped in to admire one photo or another and chat with Mom about them. On the day I was leaving, the Director of Nursing (DON) commented on our attention to details in Mom's room. She said she, herself, had already detoured to that room to look at the interesting things on Mom's walls. And she said she'd look forward to seeing me on my next visit. I felt that she cared. I had been advocating for Mom, seeking to create a nursing-home space for her that would support as much of her familiar sense of self-in-environment as one room could possibly do. According to the reciprocity of VI, I'd hoped, too, to optimize positive psychosocial experiences for staff, while they cared for her.
The DON's comment reminded me of the importance of my trying to optimize Mom's interpersonal environment in the nursing home. I'd previously heard the DON praising adult children who visited their resident parents daily. It was clear to me that even if I were living in Philadelphia, I would not be visiting Mom each day. It was equally clear that I needed, nonetheless, to get her everyday care staff to be interested enough in her that they would provide real care and meaningful attention, along with delivering services. That is, I needed to model person-centered care and to support staff in enacting the same. The DON's comment about being interested in Mom's decorative treasures indicated that they'd all begun to move in the right direction. To encourage ongoing progress, I needed to show them that I was actively and continuously caring for Mom, albeit from a distance. And I probably needed to develop individual relationships with staff members. I decided to spend at least one weekend with Mom every 2 months. This geographically determined schedule structured my visits to permit long periods of quiet time just being together, as well as time accompanying Mom to her activities, taking her on outings, informally observing her and the people in her environment, and, of course, listening. I hadn't spent such concentrated blocks of time in Mom's presence since leaving home at 18 years. I kept being reminded of the hours we'd spent together during my childhood, while she hemmed and otherwise altered my clothes so we wouldn't have to replace them as I grew. How skillful, thrifty, and energetic she'd been!
In Leawold, at least at first, Mom spent much of each day outside her own room. Serendipitously, to reach her by phone, I had to call the nurses' station-where I learned to recognize the voices and moods of the various staff and to chat with them before they went to find Mom. At least some of the staff and I gradually came to call each otherand to think of each other-by name, over the telephone. Their reports to me, my relationships with them, and my ongoing vital involvement permitted a kind of long-distance caregiving I'd never really thought about as possible.
Just before closing out my parents' apartment, I called one of the administrators. Mom already had some of her needleworks and art prints on her walls. I wondered aloud if it might be possible to hang some of my parents' prints, woodcuts, drawings, and other wall-hanging art along her hallway or in other public spaces. When the administrator didn't immediately refuse, I added that these pieces could certainly help all residents on this hall find their way back from the nurses' station to their rooms. Over the course of several phone calls, she and I agreed that if my family would indemnify Leawold against damage to the art, she would agree to our hanging it in Mom's hall. The last things we moved out of my parents' apartment were these art works, which a maintenance man helped us rehang securely.
Right outside Mom's door we placed a small needlepoint she'd made, copying Picasso's famous drawing of Don Quixote. For the next several hours, Mom was a hero. Cleaning staff commented that servicing this hall would now be something they relished. Other residents she'd privately called "snooty" stopped by to ask about the art or compliment her craftsmanship. I later discovered that Mom's one new friend among the other residents, Polly, was one of these. On a later visit I noticed a sign proclaiming the facility's new "ArtAround" program, where all residents were invited to have their own pictures displayed on the nursing-home walls. Stella Kivnick, it proclaimed in large letters, was the first program participant. Promoting psychosocial health in Mom in her new life, I was helping to make her environment supportive of her creating a daily life she could recognize as her own, at the same time as my efforts were enriching that environment for its other participants as well. I was effectively enacting a VI-based form of person-centered care for Mom in her nursing-home environment.
I began to fax Mom a weekly cartoon, signing "I love you" in various fonts. A gerontology colleague pointed out that I was making more work for the nursing staff because the unit's only fax machine stood behind the nurses' station. He suggested I get a small fax for Mom's room. But on my next visit, an aide commented that everyone who worked on the unit looked forward to seeing these weekly cartoons. It struck me that although I was, indeed, creating an additional task for someone (carrying a piece of paper from the nurses' station to Mom's room), I was also creating an opportunity for staff members to laugh. And I was also creating an opportunity for one of them to enjoy Mom's laughter on receiving the cartoon.
On another visit, I noticed that someone had assembled many of these cartoons into a collage that now hung on Mom's door. She looked at it and laughed anew, when she went through the doorway. Other people, too, stopped to look at the collage and came in to visit. Another resident's adult daughter stopped me in the hall one evening, as I was on my way back to the guest house. "So the cartoon lady is your mother," she said. "My father gets a laugh out of those cartoons, too!" All these illustrate VI-based personcentered care for Mom in her nursing-home community.
Each time I visited, different staff members would stop me in halls to tell me things they'd noticed about Mom. Good. Bad. Idiosyncratic. But all recognizably my mother. I remember my relief and gratitude at realizing, "They are paying attention to her. They're seeing her." No one called it person-centered care. But their care for her was certainly personal, and it centered on the uniquely quirky person she was.
Once I took her out to have lunch at the home of an aunt and uncle with whom she and Dad had frequently socialized. She'd dressed up for the occasion and was wearing a pin I'd given on a relatively recent birthday. Although Mom didn't say much at lunch, her questions were about the right children, and she seemed to follow what my evertalkative aunt was telling us all. Mom fell asleep on the long drive back to Leawold. It was dinnertime when we arrived, but before we got to the dining room door, her friend Polly came up to her and they fell into each other's arms with as much joy and ferocity as if they hadn't seen one another for decades. Their dialog made little sense to me. "I missed you so much!" "I live here." "I'll tell you a secret." "I love you!" I envisioned balloons being launched, each floating off in its own direction. Arm in arm, Mom and Polly walked down the hall. "Don't leave me," I heard Polly say. "I need you," Mom responded. When Polly died, Mom didn't mention her to me again. But each time I visited, I noticed the beautiful card from Polly's granddaughter on top of whatever else was piled on Mom's desk. The handwritten message read "Thank you for being such a good friend to my grandma." Even with rapidly advancing Alzheimer's, in a place removed from her decades-long intimate relationships, Mom was still finding ways to be the caring friend I'd always seen her be. She was enacting a lifelong strength as supported by (i.e., as appropriate and possible in) her environment.
Some months later I received a phone call from the facility's medical director, telling me that Mom was becoming too much for them to handle. She was sundowning; she slept much of the day. After midnight she would appear at the nurses' station, naked, and ask brightly of whoever was on duty "What do we do now?" Her good mood turned bad when the night staff put her back to bed-repeatedly. "She's not violent," the psychiatrist told me, "but she can be very loud and VERY persistent." I immediately thought "I recognize that woman!" Still savoring this lifelong recognition, I was taken aback by his unexpected warning that Leawold, which did not have a memory care unit at the time, did have legal authority to determine that Mom needed care they could not provide. They were not responsible for 24-7, one-to-one care to maintain individual residents' docility. Leawold could determine that they would continue to care for Mom only if the family arranged for private, individual companions. I was, by turns, outraged, sympathetic, and overwhelmed. I held my tongue.
In talking shortly thereafter with my brother I realized with chagrin (How could I ever have forgotten?) that two of Mom's strengths had always been talking and friendship. For as long as I could remember, she was a wonderful friend, and she had wonderful, devoted friends in return. And here she was, maybe, wanting nothing more than to be with someone who would pay attention to her. At Leawold since Polly's death, she had, arguably, no personal contact with anyone she recognized as a friend. I knew, from my own experience, just how painful it was for her long-time friends to visit this woman whom, if they met her now, they would not choose as a companion. They'd all but stopped coming. Of course I knew that the Leawold staff didn't have time for extended individual visiting. I reconstructed that for at least my parents' last 10 years in their house, Mom had been talking essentially nonstop. She would phone me to tell the same stories she'd been telling for years or to report in on someone I barely knew-whom she'd reported on the previous day. It made sense that she still needed companions to share her time and daily thoughts.
I also reminded myself that we would be funding companions with her money, spent on her well-being. In that frame of mind, we tapped into the network of aides who worked, privately, for individual residents throughout the Leawold CCRC. In particular Kitty, Mom's weekly companion while my father was still alive, serendipitously had just had a day shift open up. And Kitty had a friend Maya…
As it turned out, Leawold did, for the most part, provide Mom very good health-related and life-related service. They did so in a way I now see as reflecting person-centered care's personal, caring attention. Their doing so freed my brothers and me to provide her the loving care that could come only from us-even though we were giving it from a distance. We were also extremely fortunate that Kitty and Maya, both, came to love Mom and care for her, and she for them. When, in a lucid moment near the end, Mom said bitterly, "It's a fine thing when we have to pay someone to be my friend," I was able to respond, "It is a fine thing that you have Kitty and Maya who really are your friends." When Mom died, Kitty and Maya washed her body in a way that was holy to all of us.
Discussion: Reflection Backward and Forward
This period took place relatively early in the widespread adoption of person-centered care. At the time, I was professionally immersed in further developing the principles of Dynamic Balance of Opposites, Life Process in Time, and Vital Involvement, from Eriksonian theory. And I was also seeking to explain these constructs to students and practitioners in terms of social work practice methodologies, and to policy workers and political operatives in terms of gerontological policy and its programmatic implementation. It was neither wholly intentional nor entirely coincidental that I devised ways to enact Erikson's developmental principles in being a caring daughter for Mom from a distance. My ever-changing relationships with her, with Leawold staff, with privately employed companions, and with the brothers who were partners in this caregiving all helped to support healthy psychosocial development for Mom and for Leawold staff. In retrospect, I was enacting what we have come to call Vital Involvement Practice (e.g., Kivnick & Stoffel, 2005 )-promoting psychosocial health in care receiver and caregiver, and, in so doing, also building capacities for ongoing supportiveness, into the environment. Of course, all of these relationships contributed to my personal reworking of family issues with my parents and siblings. One brother and I chose to be closely enough involved in Mom's nursing home life and with each other, that when inevitable sibling disagreements erupted, we were all able to deal with them among ourselves, rather than acting them out in ways that hurt Mom. I, as the oldest sibling, now see myself as having acted, as well, on my early training to intentionally consider my younger brothers' well-being. Now nearly 15 years after Mom's death, her Don Quixote needlepoint hangs in our guest room and still attracts attention from casual visitors and overnight guests, alike. I find myself increasingly grateful for having done the best I could to soothe the suffering and enrich the quality of her last few years. I'm grateful, too, for having reworked many of my lifelong issues with her, in this process. I also treasure the gift of a newly collaborative relationship with my New York brother, which developed, entirely unexpected, from our working through Mom's nursing-home life together.
Three insights emerge about important areas for future research and practice in long-term care and person-centered care: (a) theory; (b) measures; and (c) practice through broader integration.
Theory
Shier and colleagues (2014) call for identifying theory that links person-centered care interventions to targeted outcomes. I add the suggestion that we explore life-cycle theory as an underlying basis for identifying such linksrather than focusing entirely on more applied theories of health care practice. Elders, regardless of whether or where they receive care, are nonetheless part of the human life cycle. To the extent that we direct practice and research toward an outcome of individual well-being, we could productively utilize life-cycle theory as a basis for identifying and operationalizing both meaningful outcomes and practice behaviors to achieve them.
Erikson's theory (with its three principles) provides a particularly fruitful basis for such work. The theory emphasizes lifelong balancing of positives and negatives, indicating that elder patients may realistically be seen as engaging in processes of psychosocial development while they are receiving long-term care. We could, for example, conceptualize and evaluate person-centered care as seeking to promote individually appropriate balancing of each resident's focal older-adulthood theme of integrity and despair, along with reworking all earlier themes in currently appropriate terms. Reciprocally, we could conceptualize staff members' implementing person-centered care as their own vital involvement in their own age-appropriate balancing of industry and inferiority, generativity and self-absorption, and integrity and despair. Translating these theoretical constructs into everyday behaviors and feelings could provide a useful basis for operationalizing and measuring person-centered care implementation and outcomes in providers and recipients. Theory-based measures could account for the special needs, disabilities, and capacities of residents and providers, while according both sets of actors the realistic dignity of participating in the life cycle. How we used Mom's art in the nursing home exemplifies acting on this insight.
Measures
The fact that person-centered care research addresses so many different variables doubtlessly contributes to its equivocal findings. The model by Shier and colleagues (2014, p. S8) suggests the multiplicity of intervention and outcome variables that has thus far prevented researchers and practitioners from conclusively demonstrating success or from identifying the most influential intervention elements.
Also, we must take seriously the concerns of Kane (2003) about the adequacy of resident outcome measures. Though existing measures of life-satisfaction, well-being, quality of life, and resident satisfaction are statistically validated Zimmerman et al., 2014) , few practitioners would agree that these measures have face validity in comprehensively tapping into residents' subjective experiences of daily well-being. Building on my earlier comments about theory, I suggest that life-cycle theory provides a conceptual basis for meaningfully evaluating residentexperienced well-being. Creating appropriate measures and their constituent items requires an understanding of developmental theory, a deep familiarity with resident daily life (grounded in practice and observation), and mastery of the ways to connect the two. Creative measurement teams should include psychometricians, theorists, and experienced practitioners-who rarely work closely together.
Practice Through Broader Integration
Science (with its measurement of discrete variables in large populations) and practice (with its translation of science and theory into behaviors linking individual provider and recipient) constitute only two of at least three essential pillars of gerontological excellence. The humanities and arts (and their "ways of knowing [and kinds of knowledge] that transcend the verbal, linear, and measurable" [Kivnick & Pruchno, 2011, p. 143] ) constitute a third pillar that we must work harder to use together with the first two. Literature, art, film, theater, and humanities scholarship bring to light experiences associated with long-term care (and long-term life) that science and evidence-based practice may too easily overlook-but that I suggest are crucial to a rich and useful understanding of engaging in long-term care, and of understanding aging in general. Eriksonian VI helps explain this integration as enacted in person-centered care. A caregiver interacts with (e.g., provides care for) a receiver (e.g., nursing home resident) in ways that promote positive psychosocial growth in both of them. Such interaction, as initiated by the caregiver, ideally rests on deep, ongoing understanding of and attention to the person, (lifelong and current strengths, values, commitments, relationships, interests, personality; lifelong and current problems, needs, fears, obstacles). Caregiver understanding and attention filter through her/his professional and personal experiences and expertise. The caregiver must also attend to the resident's environment (network outside the nursing home; physical, social, and administrative parameters in the nursing home). Clearly, such broad integration implies the multifaceted usefulness of personal life in improving and measuring professional practice-and vice versa. In caring for my mother while utilizing my professional knowledge, I tried consistently to integrate my knowledge of person-centered care, nursinghome practice and systems, and Eriksonian developmental theory together with my lifelong experience of the person who was my mother. In a united effort to promote the possibility of a widespread good old age, rooted in psychosocial health while giving and receiving care, gerontologists must continue still-rudimentary efforts to ingrate all of their strengths and understandings in the service of optimizing gerontology and care-giving-and-receiving, within it.
Personal Conclusion
I am a more collaborative person than I once thought it was important for me to be. Professionally, I have focused more than I'd ever planned, on multiple forms of care-giving-and-receiving. Colleagues and I have introduced vital involvement practice into nursing homes, assisted living, and subsidized senior housing facilities. We have begun to recognize the extent to which Erikson's theory provides a valuable developmental-theory-based scaffolding for promoting individual psychosocial health in residential facilities, and that vital involvement practice constitutes a useful approach to many forms of community-based caregiving, elder-programing, and to early-stage Alzheimer's intervention practice, in general. Finally, I push myself to remain vitally involved in my own late-career life, in ways that will optimize my own capacities to cope, adapt, and continue to contribute (both professionally and personally), as I move ever further into the territory of older adulthood.
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